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TURIMSO VELOCE

Exhaust
3 way MV Agusta exhaust
Stainless steel with black anodisation
MV Agusta logo lasered

Code: 8000C2458

€ 1.793,-

Removable Db Killers
No additional ECU required, can be installed
without any modification
STREET LEGAL EU HOMOLOGATION
COMPATIBLE ONLY WITH EURO 4 VERSION

3 way MV Agusta exhaust
Stainless steel and carbon
Metallic pin MV Agusta logo

Code: 8B00C6850

€ 1.678,-

Removable Db Killers
No additional ECU required, can be installed
without any modification
STREET LEGAL EU HOMOLOGATION
COMPATIBLE ONLY WITH EURO 4 VERSION

3 way MV Agusta exhaust
Stainless steel with ceramic total black treatment
MV Agusta logo lasered

Code: 8B00C6851

€ 1.678,-

Removable Db Killers
No additional ECU required, can be installed
without any modification

www.mgh.co.at

STREET LEGAL EU HOMOLOGATION
COMPATIBLE ONLY WITH EURO 4 VERSION
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TURISMO VELOCE

Exhaust
3 way MV Agusta exhaust
Ultra violet full titanium
MV Agusta logo lasered

Code: 8B00C6852

€ 2590,-

Removable Db Killers
No additional ECU required, can be installed
without any modification
STREET LEGAL EU HOMOLOGATION
COMPATIBLE ONLY WITH EURO 4 VERSION

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Levers

Articulated clutch lever
Manufactured in CNC aluminum

Code: 8000C1322

€ 205,-

Personalized with Mv Agusta Corse logo
Black anodisation

Articulated front brake lever
Manufactured in CNC aluminum

Code: 8000C1313

€ 205,-

Personalized with Mv Agusta Corse logo
Black anodisation

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Footpegs / Plateholders

Footrest kit
Manufactured in ergal T6 7075

Code: 8000C1304

€ 125,-

Designed to improve grip
Perfectly compatible with the original footrests
Personalized with Mv Agusta Corse logo

Lower license plate holder kit
anodized in black

Code: SPPTT001RD

€ 415,-

With MV Agusta Corse logo

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Caps

Engine oil cap
Manufactured in ergal

Code: 8000C1638

€ 56,-

Personalized with Mv Agusta logo

Racing fuel tank cap
Manufactured in ergal

Code: 8000C1694

€ 143,-

Personalized with Mv Agusta logo

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Caps

Brake pump ergal cap
Manufactured in ergal T6 7075

Code: 8000C1696

€ 96,-

Personalized with laser serigraphy with Mv Agusta

Clutch pump ergal cap
Manufactured in ergal T6 7075

Code: 8000C1697

€ 96,-

Personalized with laser serigraphy with Mv Agusta

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Accessories
Central stand kit

Code: 8000C1969

€ 125,-

Heated grips kit
3 different adjustment

Code: 8000C1967

€ 279,-

Supplied with dedicated ECU for installation

Red/grey bike cover for indoor
Made in stretch material, it completely covers

Code: 8000C2429

€ 155,-

the motorcycle, protecting it from dust and dirt
Customized with a logo on the side and the model logo in the passenger zone

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Accessories
Rear stand with silicone wheels

Thanks to the high quality construction, this
stand maintains its technical and design quali-

powder coated stainless steel

ties for a long time

personalised with metal MV Agusta Corse
Equipped with interchangeable nylon pin
mounted on bearings
Designed to support the weight of the bike

Code: 8000C1286

€ 348,-

and the rider in competitions

Rear stand made in boxed steel
Powder coated

Code: 8000C3396

€ 528,-

Customized with MV Corse Logo on the side
It grants an optimum stability during
maintenance

Standard front stand with silicone wheel

stand maintains its technical and design qualities for a long time

Powder coated stainless steel and personalised with metal MV Agusta Corse tag
Designed to support the weight of the bike
and the rider in intense and demanding situations such as competitions
Thanks to the high quality construction, this
www.mgh.co.at

Code: SPCAI001BF

€ 178,9

TURISMO VELOCE

Accessories
HDPE (High Intensity Polyethylene) container resistant to solvents and paints

Code: SPOP350B

€ 24,50

Essential for changing oil in the workshop or in
your own garage
Equipped with a discharge system with anti-splash edge to prevent spillage during transport or transfer
Dimensions: H90mm Ø330mm

Mv Agusta personalized bike carpet
100% absorbent fiber, no problem with oil or

Code: SPBIKEMAT

Preis auf Anfrage

gasoline, washable, UV-resistant, shock-resistant
and non-slip rubber back surface
sizes 80x250 cm

Black resin fuel tank sticker
UVA resistant

Code: SPADTVRES

Preis auf Anfrage

Original design
Personalized with MV Corse logo
Dimensions 84,1 x 159,2

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Seats
Low ride non-slip seat -2cm
Neoprene coated with red waterproof seams and

Code: 8000C2909

€ 212,-

black leather sides
With a more ergonomic profile than the standard
seat, it grants more comfort thanks to the gel
padding, and a better grip due to the non-slip
fabric for a more precise and comfortable ride

Non-slip comfort rider seat
Neoprene coated with red waterproof seams and

Code: 8000C2910

€ 212,-

black leather sides
With a more ergonomic profile than the standard
seat, it grants more comfort thanks to the gel
padding, and a better grip due to the non-slip
fabric for a more precise and comfortable ride

Non-slip comfort passenger seat
Neoprene coated with red waterproof seams and

Code: 8000C2478

€ 212,-

black leather sides
With a more ergonomic profile than the standard
seat, it grants more comfort thanks to the gel
padding, and a better grip due to the non-slip
fabric for a more precise and comfortable ride
www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Carbon

Front carbon mudguard
Manufactured using the vacuum process, with

Code: RDTL091018

€ 519,50

high mechanical performance, high breaking
loads and an aesthetic effect that is difficult to
achieve with manual lamination

Rear carbon licence plate holder in carbon
fiber

Code: RDTL193019

€ 505,-

Manufactured using the vacuum process, with
high mechanical performance, high breaking
loads and an aesthetic effect that is difficult to
achieve with manual lamination

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Carbon
Carbon exhaust cover
Produced in autoclave, a process that applies

Code: 8000C1909

€ 375,-

different thermal cycles so that temperature and
pressure are distributed evenly, ensuring the production of components of the highest quality

Sprocket cover in carbon fiber
Manufactured using the vacuum process, with

Code: RDTL073018

€ 155,-

high mechanical performance, high breaking
loads and an aesthetic effect that is difficult to
achieve with manual lamination

Upper chain guard in carbon fiber
Manufactured using the vacuum process, with

Code: RDTL060018

€ 289,-

high mechanical performance, high breaking
loads and an aesthetic effect that is difficult to
achieve with manual lamination

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Protectors
Front axel protectors (left and right)
Manufactured in ergal T6 7075

Code: SPPRA001RV

€ 99,-

Personalized with Mv Agusta Corse logo
Black anodisation

Clutch cover
Manufactured in ergal T6 7075

Code: SPPCA001RV

€ 255,-

Personalized with Mv Agusta logo
Protects the engine in case of fall

Engine protection
Manufactured in ergal T6 7075

Code: 8000C1328

Preis auf Anfrage

Personalised with MV Agusta Corse logo

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Protectors

Rear wheel protectors
Made from solid plastic and light alloy

Code: SPTP428R

€ 131,-

Protects the swingarm from accidental falls or
slips
Gives the bike a sportier design

Front wheel protection
Made from solid plastic and light alloy

Code: SPTP427R

€ 96,-

Protects the fork from accidental falls or slips
Gives the bike a more sporty design

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Racing Accessories
Racing air filter
Designed to increase power and acceleration

Code: RDMT002911

€ 169,-

Perfectly interchangeable with the original filter
without any changes to the airbox
High air flow with excellent filtration

Solid machined nuts in TITANIUM GR 5.
The kit consists of 5 nuts for fixing the rear

Code: SPDA385X

€ 238,-

sprocket
Each nut maintains the dimensions of the
originals and are therefore perfectly interchangeable

Rear sprocket flange machined from billet ergal with subsequent treatment of surface red anodization and carbon inserts

Code: SPFL502R

€ 345,-

Lightness, design and reliability for a very visible
detail

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Racing Accessories

Front wheel axle nut machined from solid
light alloy by machines, and subsequent coloured surface anodizing

Code: SPDA395R

€ 35,50

Measurements M25x1.25
Hexagonal wrench 28 mm

Rear wheel nut in ergal perfectly interchangeable with the original as it maintains the same
size and shape of the original.

Code: SPDA397R

€ 138,-

CNC machined from billet, coloured surface red
anodized

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Racing Accessories

Rear brake oil tank 20 ml with level porthole
machined from solid by CNC machines with subsequent red surface anodization which ensures

Code: SPSEB20R

€ 258,-

quality and durability
THE CAP IS NOT INCLUDED

Rear brake fluid reservoir cap made from
light alloy solid with red surface anodising

Code: SPTF451B

€ 62,-

The kit includes all the screws for the application
Assembly is simple and does not require any
modification

www.mgh.co.at
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TURISMO VELOCE

Mirrors / Bags
Right ergal mirrors T6 7075
Completely CNC machined

Code: 8000C1308

€ 175,-

Personalized with MV Corse logo
Allows excellent visibility and multiple adjustments

Left ergal mirrors T6 7075
Completely CNC machined

Code: 8000C1309

€ 175,-

Personalized with MV Corse logo
Allows excellent visibility and multiple adjustments

Side bags kit
Supplied with:

Code: 8000C5608

€ 1.100,-

Support brackets
Bag connection
Assembly instructions

www.mgh.co.at
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